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Abstract In a wireless sensor network, wireless Energy transfer is a demanding tech-

nology for the energy difficulties in recent times. The foremost disadvantage of presen-

tation is limited duration because WSN contains only restricted battery energy at a node.

Therefore, we anticipated cluster-related wireless energy transfer in this document. The

foremost intention of the method is to augment the duration of the sensor network through

charging by the help of this wireless power transfer technology. So that, mobile charging

vehicle (MCV) is established to move within the network and charge the sensor node

battery wireless. The sensor nodes in the network are collected as a cluster for energy

efficiency. Here, the cluster head is chosen for each one cluster in the network which is

based on the rank metric value. Suppose, if one node in the network is reducing its energy,

then the CH will send charge request and route ID to the MCV. Afterward, the MCV

recognize the node by means of the exacting route and establish to charge the node. The

reproduction consequences illustrate that the network lifetime of our anticipated method is

enhanced than obtainable method.

Keywords Wireless Energy transfer � Wireless sensor network � Mobile

charging vehicle (MCV) � Rank metric � Cluster head

1 Introduction

Generally, the wireless sensor network contains several battery sensors. Sensors misplace

its energy on sensing, conveying and receiving. The battery charge will also misplace in

redundant condition. In wireless sensor network, the demanding procedure is to augment
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the energy efficiency of the node in recent times. When the nodes are motorized by means

of a battery, then it contains only restricted duration. If the battery stage of sensor nodes is

restricted, then the energy-effectiveness enhancement is a foremost confront. In the process

of sending, the sensors misplace their energy. Recently, the sensor performs a foremost

function in all areas particularly in health care observation [1]. Previously, several

researchers put their attempt to extend the duration of sensor network [2–4].

Normally, the energy-harvesting procedure [5–7] is used to remove energy from the

surroundings, but the procedure is not accomplished because the appropriate function of

the procedure is greatly reliant on the surroundings. In an energy harvesting sensor net-

work, the sensors are motorized by means of reusable energy like solar energy, wind

energy, thermal energy etc. [8]. The foremost intention of innovative monitoring eminence

maximization difficulty is used to exploit the eminence. Moreover, the dynamic rate weight

task and lessening procedures are used to diminish the simultaneous flow difficulty.

Here, the wireless charging technology is permitting a mobile charger for conveying

energy to sensor nodes wirelessly [9–11] not including the battery. A vehicle is required to

transmit a charger to move in the network for to execute the Wireless power transfer

[WPT] technology. In [14], wireless charging vehicle (WCV) is transferring the cellular

arrangement in the network and transferred the sensors wirelessly. On the other hand, the

energy effectiveness and duration of the network is so pitiable in this technology. So, we

recommend the cluster-related wireless energy transfer for to resolve these difficulties.

Here, we offered rank related weight metric computation for cluster head choice. Wireless/

Mobile charging vehicle is generally employed to charge the node in the network.

This document also contains: Some of the related works of wireless energy transfer

technology is explained in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we depict our anticipated cluster-related

wireless energy transfer. Consequences of our anticipated method are explained in Sect. 4.

At last, this document is accomplished by Sect. 5.

2 Related Works

Madhja et al. [12] have examined the difficulty of competent wireless power transfer in

wireless sensor networks. In their process, they offered particular mobile chargers for to

charge the sensor nodes in the network. They have anticipated four innovative protocols.

Here, two of them (CC, CCGK) are carried out as centralized, international network

information management and charging. And, two of our protocols (DC, DCLK) are car-

rying out as disseminated, restricted network information coordination and charging.

Xu et al. [13] have explained a charging development, difficulty of discharging, several

mobiles charging vehicles to charge sensors like the overall detachment of this observation

occasion is diminished. Therefore, any one of the sensors will execute without energy

among others. They have anticipated an estimation algorithm by the help of certain esti-

mation proportion. They have invented a heuristic algorithm in the course of alteration to

the estimation algorithm. They have diminished the service expenditure at 20% when

contrast to the existing method.

Xie et al. [14] have offered a multi-node wireless energy transfer technology. It is

verified by whether it is a scalable technology to tackle energy problem in a WSN or not.

They have measured wireless charging vehicle (WCV) for to incriminate the sensors in the

network. They have anticipated a cellular arrangement which divides the two-dimensional

plane as adjacent hexagonal cells which are derived from the charging-series of the WCV.
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They have depended on a recognized optimization arrangement through mutually opti-

mizing flow routing, traveling course and charging time.

Shi et al. [15] have offered a dynamic routing algorithm for renewable wireless sensor

networks among wireless power transfer. Their anticipated process encompasses the

roaming course of WCV and charging program like the proportion of the WCV’s holiday

time in the sequence time. Moreover, they have established the perception of (N ? 1)

segment explanation with a competent dynamic routing process. Their most favorable

wandering course is established by the direct Hamiltonian sequence.

Lin et al. [16] have anticipated a game hypothetical mutual charging format for wireless

rechargeable sensor networks which is also recognized as GTCharge. They have trans-

formed the charging progression as a collaborative game which obtained by wireless

charging vehicles (WCVs). They have examined the quality of payment level, charging

precedence and earnings. In this method, WCV has accomplished the greatest earnings.

3 Cluster-Based Wireless Energy Transfer in WSN

3.1 Overview

Here, we have offered wireless energy transfer with wireless charging vehicle or mobile

charging vehicle for to develop the energy effectiveness and network duration. The sensor

nodes in the network are collected as a cluster for energy efficiency. The cluster head will

be elected for each one cluster in the network which is derived from the rank metric value.

Rank metric value is premeditated by means of a amount of adjacent nodes, outstanding

energy and the detachment among the node and its adjacent nodes in a cluster. In the node,

the highest rank metric value is preferred as a CH. The CH is used to combine the entire

information from the non-CH element in a cluster. Afterward, the basis node sends the data

package to the target through choosing the least hop count as a subsequent hop node.

Suppose, if the cluster head is reducing its energy, then it will be accused by means of

mobile charging vehicle (MCV) which is previously charged at a service location. Sup-

pose, if the non-CH element in the route is reducing its energy, then it will send charge

request to the related CH. Afterward, the CH sends route ID and accusation demand to the

MCV. In this process, the exacting non-CH component will be charged.

3.2 System Model

Here, Fig. 1 illustrates the system representation of our anticipated method. This process

contains a combination of cluster and cluster head which is preferred by means of rank

metric. In a cluster, every node is modernized by its adjacent table which contains out-

standing energy and hop-count of adjacent nodes. The CH is used to combine the entire

information from the non-CH component. Suppose, if the node is reducing its energy, then

it will be accused by means of mobile charging vehicle (MCV) which is previously

accused at a service location.

3.3 Cluster Formation

In group related process, the cluster head (CH) is the fundamental uncertainties for energy

capable communication in remote sight and sound sensor system. In this document, we
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have established rank related cluster head determination procedure. Before picking a basic

cluster head in a group, the conveying of HELLO message is used to combine video or

audio data from each hub. In a cluster, each hub contains two tables such as a Neighbor

table (NT) and Information Table (IT). The Information Table contains the type of each

hub. Initially, the hub sends REQ message from basis to the adjacent hub. In this occasion,

the basis hub obtains REP message from the adjacent hub and it improves the position of

the adjacent hub in Neighbor Table. Normally, the association is removed from the path.

According to the previous conversation, a Rank Metrics process is combining every

structure limitations by means of definite computing fundamentals which are selected

through structure requirements. The flexibility of weight component is an aid to implement

this computation to dissimilar systems. The cluster head selection progression is the col-

lection of hubs which containing a superior evaluation of Rank metrics. The communi-

cation variety of hub is selected by CH, which means no two CHs are adjacent. There may

be a situation if two CHs are produced the identical established assessment of the Rank

metric. In this situation, a perfect array is used to select a hub with short misfortune value

in the middle of hubs (Tables 1, 2).

Fig. 1 System model

Table 1 Information table of node

Node id Residual energy Distance between node and neighbor node No of hub
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According to the previous conversation, a Rank related Weight Metric method is

premeditated to unite the system limitation among definite weighing.

Adjacent nodes are resolute by the transmission range (Rtx) of the nodes. Here, the

values are standardized by utilizing the neighbor table (NT) of the node.

Ns ¼
X

s02s0 6¼s

d s; s0ð Þ\Rtxf g ð1Þ

here s and s0 are indicating the basis node and adjacent nodes in an identical way. Ns is

explain about the overall quantity of adjacent nodes of the basis s. The detachment among

basis and adjacent nodes i.e. d(s, s0) are premeditated through Euclidean detachment for-

mula which is specified as

Ts ¼
X

s02Ns

d s; s0ð Þf g ð2Þ

here the Eq. (2) is used to find out the overall failure in a routing path. The standard energy

of each node is specified as,

Eavgs ¼
1

Ns

X

s2Ns

Eress ð3Þ

here Eress is the outstanding energy of the entire adjacent nodes. In Eqs. (1), (2) and (3),

Rank metric value of each one node is specified as,

Ranks ¼ a � Ns þ b � Eavgs þ c � 1

Ts

� �
ð4Þ

here a, b and c is representing the weighting feature for the corresponding group elements.

The node among highest Rank metric is selected as the foremost cluster head (CH)

(Figs. 2, 3, 4).

3.4 Wireless Energy Transfer

After that, the preferred CH sends the HELLO message to every non-CH element in the

cluster. Figure 5 is illustrated in the arrangement of HELLO message which is sent by

means of CH. This message also contains the cluster ID, CH–ID, outstanding energy

detachment among node and an adjacent node, and a number of hops. Afterward, every

non-CH member is modernizing their information in the message. Here, the CH is

established to congregate the entire data package from the non-CH element and promote it

to the target or base location. For routing, the node among least hop count is preferred as a

next hop node from the adjacent table. A source node is conveying its data package to the

CH and the CH conveys the composed data package to the target in the course of the next

CHs in the network. The Route-ID of the cluster is gathered in the CH for every com-

munication (Fig. 6).

Table 2 Neighbor table of nodes

Neighbor node ids Residual energy Distance between node and neighbor node No of hub
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After this process, a node possibly will misplace its energy stage in the route. Therefore

the CH confirms the energy stage of every node in the route and itself also. Suppose, if the

energy stage of every node is obtained from the highest and the least threshold value, then

the CH verifies the particular requirement to be revived.

Tmax [ Eresi [ Tmin ð5Þ

Suppose, if the CH convinces that situation, then it sends Charge Request (C-REQ) to

the mobile charging vehicle (MCV) at a service location.

CH �!C�REQ
MCV

In this network, MCV recognizes the position ID for the entire nodes. Here, the MCV

progress to the CH and establish to charge after getting the demand from the CH. Suppose,

if charging is completed, then MCV takings to the service location. Moreover, if a non-CH

Fig. 2 Cluster-based routing
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Fig. 3 Flowchart of Algorithm 1
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component in the route gratifies the above situation, then it sends Charge Request (C-REQ)

to the cluster head.

non� CH �!C�REQ
CH

Afterward, the CH sends the Route-ID among C-REQ to the MCV. After getting the

message from the CH, the MCV shift the route from the basis node and recognize the node

which is to be accusing. Suppose, if charging is completed, then MCV takings to the

service location.

Fig. 4 Cluster-based wireless energy transfer (CWET)

Route ID S N12

(C_REQ)

N13 CH1 

N25

Fig. 5 Route ID of cluster 1
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Fig. 6 Flowchart of overall algorithm
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CH ����������!Route�ID=C�REQ
MCV

In Fig. 4, the node N12 is reducing its energy for conveying C_REQ to the CH1.

Afterward, the CH1 sends the C_REQ among the Route ID to the mobile charging vehicle

(MCV). After this process, the MCV shifts the route and recognize the node as to be

accused. Here, Fig. 5 illustrates about the Route ID of cluster 1.

4 Results and Discussions

In this segment, the document is premeditated by NS2. To modernize their topology, every

node is sending hello package to its adjacent node which is in its communication series.

Here, the arrangement of topology has 40 nodes in surroundings system. The entire nodes

are considered as dynamic nodes with identical energy stage at the establishment. The

preliminary energy stage of every node is 100 Joules. The node among the highest quantity

of adjacent node is chosen as a cluster head. The energy stage of cluster head is 200 Joules.

The accusation rate of cluster head is 45 joules. Here, the two unsystematic produced

WSNs are included 40 nodes. The sensor nodes are set up a square region as 1 km 9 1 km.

The least energy stage of the node is measured as 40 joules.The traveling speed of the

WCV is considered as V and the value is 5 m/s. Figure 7 illustrates the topology

arrangement of our anticipated method. Here, the 40 nodes are gathered as a cluster and the

network encompasses one base location, WCV/MCV, and service location.

Fig. 7 Topology formation
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Figure 8 illustrates about the computation of rank metric value for every node in a

cluster. Here, the node among highest rank value is preferred as a cluster head (CH). So,

we have preferred four cluster heads like CH-1, CH-2, CH-3, and CH-4.

In Fig. 9, the cluster heads CH-1, CH-2 and CH-3 are diminishing its energy. Therefore,

they have sent C_REQ to the MCV. The MCV establish to accuse the cluster heads.

Suppose, if one non-CH element is diminishing its energy, then it conveys the C_REQ to

the related CH. Afterward, the CH sends the C_REQ and Route_ID to the MCV. The non-

CH element is recognized and accused through choosing the exacting route.

4.1 Performance-Based on Nodes

In this segment, the presentation of the anticipated method is anticipated for diverse nodes

8, 16, 24, 32 and 40. The Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 is illustrated about the package

delay, delivery ratio, package drop, energy utilization, network lifetime and throughput of

our anticipated method. Here, the anticipated cluster-related wireless energy transfer

(CWET) is contrast by means of the obtainable method MWEC [14]. Figure 10 is illus-

trated about the package delay of our anticipated method. Suppose, if the quantity of node

is augmented, then the packet delay of the network also augmented. But, the packet delay

of our anticipated method is diminished to 68% in the contrast to the obtainable method.

According to the arrangement of energy competent cluster, the chance of delay is very

small in our anticipated process. Figure 11 is illustrated about the delivery ratio of our

anticipated method. According to the rank-related cluster head choice, the delivery ratio of

our anticipated method is augmented to 40% than the obtainable method. The Figs. 12 and

13 illustrates about the package drop and energy utilization of our anticipated method

correspondingly. The related CH sends charge request to the MCV in the cluster, at the

Fig. 8 Cluster head selection
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same time as a node in the route is diminishing its energy. Afterward, the MCV accuses the

node earlier than it misplaces its energy. Therefore the package drop and energy utilization

of our anticipated method are diminished to 95 and 96% correspondingly than the

obtainable method. The Figs. 14 and 15 is illustrated about the network lifetime and

Fig. 9 Power transfer to nodes

Fig. 10 Node versus delay

Fig. 11 Node versus delivery ratio
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throughput of our anticipated method. In this process, our anticipated method is augmented

to 32 and 34% than the obtainable method.

5 Conclusion

In this document, we proposed cluster-related wireless energy transfer and our method are

replicated by means of the network simulator NS2. Here, the sensors of the network are

gathered as a cluster and the cluster head for every cluster is preferred by the help of rank-

related weight metrics value. The choice of the node among a least hop count is used to

take place the routing. Suppose, if a node in the cluster is exhausted its energy, then the

cluster head sends the charge request to the MCV for to accuse the node. Our simulation

consequences are illustrated about the network lifetime of our anticipated method.

Fig. 12 Node versus drop

Fig. 13 Node versus energy
consumption

Fig. 14 Node versus network
lifetime

Fig. 15 Node versus throughput
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